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1. INTRODUCTION

The mathematical modelling of real life must account in the majority of cases of

"errors" both in the data and in the solution. These errors may be classified as:

• measurement errors: the measured value of a physical quantity x (e.g. the

temperature) may be different of the"exact value" of the quantity;

• computation errors: due to the finite precision of computers the numerical

results are distorted by roundoff errors;

• errors due to uncertainty in the data: frequently there is uncertainty asso-

ciated with the data used in the computation as far as their value cannot be

set precisely. For example, the actual construction cost of a facility may be

known only in terms of a range of costs. Furthermore, the inflation rate, the

cost of money may be known in the general case with uncertainty.
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Tools which turned to be particularly adequate for the analysis of data when

dealing with inexact, uncertain or vague knowledge, are fuzzy set, rough set theory

and interval mathematics.

Fuzzy set and rough set capture two distinct aspects of imperfection in knowledge:

vagueness and indiscernibility (RADIZKOWSKA-KERRE 2002), (WALCZAC-

MASSART 1999), (YAO 1998).

Interval mathematics neither changes the "nature" of the sets nor defines new pa-

rameters to be taken into account, but uses sets themselves (e.g. intervals) instead

of real numbers.

A form of interval algebra appeared for the first time in the literature in

(BURKILL 1924), (YOUNG 1931); then in (SUNAGA 1958). Modern devel-

opments of such an algebra were started by R.E. Moore (MOORE 1966). Main

results may be found in (ALEFELD-HERZBERGER 1983), (NEUMAIER 1990),

(KEARFOTT-KREINOVICH 1996), (ALEFELD-MAYER 2000). Beyond its main

application in optimization theory, interval algebra becomes more and more ap-

plied in domains like: economics, statistics, engineering etc.. Nowadays, many

numerical aspects are solved thanks to the modern powerful computers and to in-

novative and efficient numerical algorithms. In the recent, we noticed an upsurge

of scientific contributions published in specialized reviews and new software ded-

icated to the treatment of data in different application domains

(ALEFELD-HERZBERGER 1983), (ISHIBUCHI-TANAKA 1990), (KEARFOTT-

KREINOVICH 1996), (CHINNECK-RAMADAN 2000), (HICKEY et al. 2001).

Financial data are often affected by uncertainty: imprecision, incompleteness etc.

Therefore in a decision making problem, we should be able to process uncertain

information.

For example, in real portfolio selection models, many times we do not know the

exact value of the return of an asset in the ith state of the world but we know, at

best, the interval of its possible values.

Intervals may be useful for representing uncertainty in financial data or, by con-

verse, it may be useful to construct intervals from scalar financial data, for ana-

lyzing the uncertainty in the solution of real financial problems.

Moreover, interval data may be considered when it is of interest to analyze a phe-

nomenon in a given interval of time, daily, monthly, etc., with the aim of evaluat-

ing not only its ’mean behavior’ but also its ’variation’. In this case it is assumed

that the variations are uniformly distributed between the minimum and the max-

imum value. The intervals are representative of both the location and the size of

that phenomenon. The data are intervals or hypercube depending on the dimen-
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sion of the problem. In the case of a multidimensional problem it is possible, by

the interval data, to analyze also of the shape of that problem.

Purpose of the present work is to extend the Markowitz’s portfolio selection model
(MARKOWITZ 2003) and the CAPM (SHARPE 1964) to the case in which the

returns of any considered asset or the market portfolio are interval-valued vari-

ables; in this case the data are described by intervals and rectangles. The basic

idea is to revisit computational formulas and related mathematical results for us-

ing intervals instead of real numbers.

Methodologies for portfolio selection with some uncertainty in the data are pro-

posed in (TANAGA et al. 2000), (INUIGUCHI-RAMIK 2000), (INUIGUCHI-

TANINO 2000), (CARLSSON et al. 2002), (LAI et al. 2002), (GIOVE et al.

2006). Those methods handle rather than intervals, fuzzy probabilities, possi-

bility distributions, regret functions. An approach which deals with a linear pro-

gramming problem with interval objective function with interval coefficients, is

proposed in (INUIGUCHI-SAKAWA 1995).

In section 2 of the present work, some notations, definitions, and propositions of

the interval mathematics are presented.

In section 3 the Markowitz’s portfolio selection model with interval data is intro-

duced.

In section 4 the CAPM with interval returns is proposed. Three different cases

will be treated:

1. known the interval expected return of an asset, compute an estimate of the

corresponding interval beta;

2. known the interval beta of an asset, compute the corresponding interval

expected return;

3. compute an estimate of the interval beta of an asset given available time

series for the interval excess returns of a security and the market portfolio

respectively.

In section 4 the interval CAPM is introduced also for the case in which the

return of any asset is a single-valued variable while the market portfolio is de-

scribed by an interval vector, i.e., we only know the intervals in which fall the

aggregate quantities of any considered risky asset available in the economy.

Section 6 is devoted to the numerical examples. The algorithms of the intro-

duced portfolio selection models, IMSM and ICAPM, have been implemented

in MATLAB and tested numerically when the returns of risky assets over time
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are described by real interval time series. The numerical results, analyzed and

discussed in this section, are well interpretable.

2. DEFINITIONS NOTATIONS AND BASIC FACTS

Extensions of number systems involving ordered pairs of numbers from the

given system are commonplace. The rational numbers are essentially ordered

pairs of integers; complex numbers are ordered pairs of real numbers; in each

case arithmetic operations are defined with rules for computing the components

of a pair resulting from an arithmetic operation on a pair of pairs (MOORE 1966).

An interval [a,b] with a ≤ b, is defined as the set of real numbers between a and

b:

[a,b] = {x/a ≤ x ≤ b}
Degenerate intervals of the form [a,a] = a, are named thin intervals. The symbols

will be used in the common sense of set theory. For example by [a,b] ⊂ [c,d] we

mean that interval [a,b] is included as a set in the interval [c,d]. Furthermore it is

[a,b] = [c,d] ⇐⇒ a = c,b = d.

Let I be the set of closed intervals. Thus I ∈ I then I = [a,b] for some a≤ b. Let us

introduce an arithmetic on the elements of I. The arithmetic will be an extension

of real arithmetic.

If � is one of the symbols +,−, ·,/, we define arithmetic operations on intervals

by:

[a,b]� [c,d] = {x� y/a ≤ x ≤ b,c ≤ y ≤ d} (2.1)

except that we do not define [a,b]/[c,d] if 0 ∈ [c,d].
Let us write an equivalent set of definitions in terms of formulas for the endpoints

of resultant intervals:

[a,b] + [c,d] = [a+ c,b+d]

[a,b] − [c,d] = [a−d,b− c]

[a,b] · [c,d] = [min(ac,ad,bc,bd),max(ac,ad,bc,bd)]

if 0 ∈ [c,d] then (2.2)

[a,b] / [c,d] = [a,b] · [1/d,1/c]

Properties of the interval algebra may be found in (MOORE 1966), (ALEFELD-

HERZBERGER 1983), (KEARFOTT-KREINOVICH 1996), (NEUMAIER 1990),

2. DEFINITIONS NOTATIONS AND BASIC FACTS
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(ALEFELD-MAYER 2000).

Proposition 1 If f (x1,x2, ...,xn) is a real rational function in which each vari-
able xi occurs only once and at the first power, then the corresponding interval
expression f (X1,X2...,Xn) will compute the actual range of values of f :

f (X1,X2...,Xn) = {y/y = f (x1,x2, ...,xn, xi ∈ Xi, i = 1, ...n}

An interval matrix, that will be indicated as XI , is a matrix in which the

elements are intervals. Mathematically:

Definition 1 An n×m interval matrix XI is the following set of matrices:

XXXI = {XXX/XXX ≤XXX ≤ X̄XX}

where XXX and X̄XX are n×m numerical matrices which verify:

XXX ≤ X̄XX

The inequalities are understood to be componentwise.

3. MARKOWITZ’S INTERVAL-PORTFOLIO SELECTION MOD

3.1 CLASSIC MARKOWITZ’S MODEL

Let us give a brief description of the classic Markowitz’s model. Assume that

there are n securities denoted as S j ( j = 1, · · · ,n); let us indicate with R j the return

of the security S j and with x j the portion of total investment funds devoted to this

security. Thus
n

∑
j=1

x j = 1

The vector x = (x1,x2, ...,xn)T is the portfolio of the considered consumer.

In the real setting one can seldom obtain the return rate R j ( j = 1, · · · ,n) without

any uncertainty, furthermore since returns vary from time to time, they are as-

sumed to be random variables and will be denoted by: RRR j ( j = 1, · · · ,n) , as far as

are vectors and not real numbers.

Let us consider the following data set in which the returns of the n securities

3. MARKOWITZ’S INTERVAL-PORTFOLIO SELECTION MODEL

3.1  CLASSIC MARKOWITZ’S MODEL
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S1,S2, ...,Sn are given for k different states of the world. Thus the jth return RRR j is

a random variable represented as the jth column of the following k×n matrix:

RT =




R11 R12 · · · R1n

R21 R22 · · · R2n
...

...
. . .

...

Rk1 Rk2 · · · Rkn




Let us indicate with p = (p1, p2, ..., pk) a discrete probability distribution on

the outcomes of the random variable: RRR j, ( j = 1, . . . ,k). The vector of the ex-

pected returns of the n assets over the k states is:

R0 =
[
R0

1,R
0
2, · · · ...,R0

n
]

this may be written as:

R0 =

[
k

∑
i=1

piRi1, · · · ...,
k

∑
i=1

piRin

]T

The covariance matrix Q, associated to the returns matrix RRRT , has on the rth row

and on the sth column, the covariance between RRRr and RRRs:

qrs
2 =

k

∑
i=1

ph(Rhr −Rr
0)(Rhs −Rs

0) (r,s = 1, . . . ,n)

Associated with a portfolio x, the state-contingent wealth vector is defined as:

WWW T (x) = xT R

and it is the vector of the returns of the portfolio x in each state of the world. The

expected return and the variance of a portfolio x can be written as:

E(x) = E(xT R) = xT E(R) = xT R0 (3.1)

σ(x) = σ(xT R) = xT Qx (3.2)

Thus the portfolio’s expected return is simply the weighted average of the

expected returns of its component securities, a portfolio variance is a more com-

plicated concept, it depends on more than just the variances of the component

securities. Since the variance of a portfolio x is regarded as the risk of invest-

ment, the (conditional) best investment is one with the minimum variance (3.2)
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subject to a given return (3.1). This leads to the following quadratic programming

problem:

min
xxx

xxxTQQQxxx (3.3)

so that

xT R0 = E
n

∑
j=1

x j = 1

xi ≥ 0

3.2 MARKOWIT’S MODEL WITH INTERVAL DATA

Financial data are often affected by uncertainty, imprecision or incomplete-

ness. Therefore in a decision making problem, we should be able to process un-

certain and/or incomplete information.

For example, in real portfolio selection models, many times we do not know the

exact value of the return of an asset in the ith state of the world but we know, at

best, the interval of its possible values.

Let us suppose for example that the return of the security S j ( j = 1, · · · ,n) not only

varies with time but can be represented by an interval of values when each state

occurs. Thus RRR j ( j = 1, · · · ,n) are assumed to be interval-valued variables de-

noted by: RRR j
I ( j = 1, · · · ,n), and represented as columns in the following interval

matrix:

(RRRT )I =




[R11, R̄11] [R12, R̄12] · · · [R1n, R̄1n]
[R21, R̄21] [R22, R̄22] · · · [R2n, R̄2n]

...
...

. . .
...

[Rk1, R̄k1] [Rk2, R̄k2] · · · [Rkn, R̄kn]




where:
[
Ri j, R̄i j

]
is the interval in which the return rate of security S j "falls" when

the ith state occurs. The vector of the expected returns over the k periods is now

an interval vector defined as follow (GIOIA-LAURO 2005):

(RRRI)0 = (
[
R0

1, R̄
0
1

]
,
[
R0

2, R̄
0
2

]
, · · · ,[R0

n, R̄
0
n
]
)T

3.2 MARKOWIT’S MODEL WITH INTERVAL DATA
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where [
RRR0

j ,R̄RR
0
j

]
=

[
k

∑
i=1

piRi j ,
k

∑
i=1

piR̄i j

]

More precisely the jth interval expected return
[
RRR0

j ,R̄RR
0
j

]
is an interval with

lower and upper bounds equal to the expected returns of the lower and upper

bounds respectively of the intervals:[
R1 j, R̄1 j

][
R2 j, R̄2 j

][
Rk j, R̄k j

]
(3.4)

associated to the security S j; it represents the set of all and only the expected

returns of k elements each of which is chosen in a different interval of (3.4).

Also the covariance matrix is of interval type and is defined as follows:

QI =




[
q2

11
, q̄2

11

] [
q2

12
, q̄2

12

]
· · ·

[
q2

1k
, q̄2

1k

]
[
q2

21
, q̄2

21

] [
q2

22
, q̄2

22

]
· · ·

[
q2

2k
, q̄2

2k

]
...

...
. . .

...[
q2

k1
, q̄2

k1

] [
q2

k2
, q̄2

k2

]
· · ·

[
q2

kk
, q̄2

kk

]




where [q2
i j
, q̄2

i j] is the interval covariance1 between securities Si and S j; it is

defined as follow (GIOIA-LAURO 2005):

[
q2

rs
, q̄2

rs

]
=


 min

RRRr ∈RRRr
I

RRRs ∈RRRs
I

g(RRRr , RRRs) , max
RRRr ∈RRRr

I

RRRs ∈RRRs
I

g(RRRr , RRRs)




where:

g(RRRr , RRRs) =
k

∑
h=1

ph · (Rhr −
k

∑
l=1

pl ·Rlr)(Rhs −
k

∑
l=1

pl ·Rls)

It can be seen (GIOIA-LAURO 2005) that [q2
rs
, q̄2

rs] is the interval of only and

all the covariances that may be computed when each component of the considered

1 By  Rr ∈  Rr 
  I  we will refer to a real vector  Rr  having each component in the corresponding interval

component of the interval vector Rr
I.
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vectors ranges in its interval of values.

Analogously to the classical case, the interval return WWW (x)I associated to the port-

folio x, may be defined as follow:

W (x)I = (RRRT )I ·xxx (3.5)

with the difference that now the product (RRRT )I ·xxx in (3.5) is an interval prod-

uct as defined in (2.2). Thus, in the case in which an interval data matrix (RT )I

of returns is given, the return WWW (x)I of a portfolio x is itself an interval-valued

variable with an interval variance and an interval expected return.

We have just seen, in section 3, that the (conditional) best investment is one with

the minimum variance subject to a given expected return; this leads to a quadratic

programming problem (QP) which requires that specific values for the coefficients

of the model (3.3) must be chosen; in particular, specific values for the covariances

q2
rs lead to specific values of the coefficients of the objective function to be opti-

mized.

When an interval data matrix (RRRT )I
of returns is given, the values of the coef-

ficients in (3.3) are known only approximately, in fact the interval of values in

which they fall is given. In this special case it could be interesting to face the "set"

of solutions of the optimization problem (3.3) when the coefficients of the objec-

tive function vary in their own interval of values. Furthermore, we are searching

for the range of optimum solutions, that could be returned by a QP model, with

various settings of the uncertain coefficients each of which belonging to its inter-

val of values.

We refer to the problem of finding the two extreme solutions and the associated

coefficient settings as Quadratic Programming with Interval Coefficients .

Mathematically the following problem must to be solved:

min
RRR∈RRRI

G(RRR) (3.6)

where:

G(RRR) =




min
xxx

xxxTQxQxQx

xT R0xT R0xT R0 = E

∑n
j=1 x j = 1

xi ≥ 0
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We refer to problem (3.6) as: Interval Markowitz’s Selection Model.
Hence, when the data are of interval type some uncertainty has to be handled

both in the data and in the solution of the problem to be solved. Supposing a uni-

form distribution on each interval, all the elements of any interval have the same

probability of occurrence. Thus for an investor who does not know which will

be the return of the jth security at the ith state, could be remarkable to take into

account all possible values of that return in an interval of values, and to minimize

the risk of investment for each value of the returns each of which is in its own

interval of values i.e., the investor could be interested in computing the "range of

risk" and the two portfolio which achieves the "worst" optimum and the "best"

optimum.

Remark
It is important to observe that the classical Markowitz’s model postulate that the

covariance matrix be definite positive (rather than semidefinite positive) to ensure

the necessary linear independence. This hypothesis is still preserved under in-

terval arithmetics: effectively the introduced interval covariance matrix QQQI may

contain scalar matrices which are not scalar variance/covariance matrices and

which are not definite positive and even not semidefinite positive.

In truth, the interval covariance matrix is introduced just to face the range of

variation of each ’variance/covariance’ as each return varies in its own interval

of variation, but it is not used in its ’interval form’. The methodology devel-

oped in the paper solves the optimization problem (3.3) varying the scalar vari-
ance/covariance matrix Q in the interval variance/covariance QQQI: QQQ ∈ QQQI . Thus

only the semidefinite/definite positive matrices in QQQI are involved in the computa-

tion; by this way the hypothesis of the classical Markowitz’s model is preserved.

4. INTERVAL CAPM

4.1 CLASSIC CAPM

Investors are risk averse, so they will choose to hold a portfolio of secu-

rities to take advantage of the benefits of diversification. Therefore, when they

are deciding whether or not to invest in a particular stock, they want to know

how the stock will contribute to the risk and expected return of their portfolios.

The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) (SHARPE 1964), (EICHBERGER-

HARPER 1997) provides an expression which relates the expected return on an

4. INTERVAL CAPM

4.1  CLASSIC CAPM
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asset to its systematic risk.

In section 3 we have assumed n assets S1,S2, ...,Sn and we have indicated with

x1,x2, ...,xn respectively the portions of total investment devoted to those securi-

ties. We have indicated with RT (3) the matrix in which the jth column RRR j is the

random variable representing the returns of the jth asset over k considered states

of the world.

Let us recall some of the previously introduced definitions without using the sym-

bolism of the algebra matrix in order to face the formulas explicitly.

Given a probability distribution for the returns of the N considered securities, the

expected return of the jth security is:

E(RRR j) =
k

∑
i=1

piRi j

The wealth of a portfolio has be defined as the following vector:

W (xxx)t = (W1(xxx),W2(xxx), · · · ,Wk(xxx))

where

Wi(x) =
n

∑
j=1

Ri j · x j

is the wealth of the portfolio when the ith state occurs.

The expected return E(xxx) derived from a portfolio x equals the sum of the expected

pay-off from the individual assets weighted by the quantities of the assets held in

portfolio:

E(x) =
n

∑
j=1

E(RRR j) · x j

It is important at this point to introduce a "particular" portfolio named the

market portfolio.

The market portfolio is a vector A = (A1,A2, · · · ,An) in which A j is the aggregate

quantity of the jth risky asset available in the economy.

If we denote with qt the price by which consumers may trade freely the jth asset,

the sum:

W0 =
n

∑
j=1

q j ·A j
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represents the market value of the market portfolio and it is the value of the ag-

gregate endowments available in the economy.

The wealth of the market portfolio is defined by the following vector:

W (AAA)t = (W1(AAA),W2(AAA), · · · ,Wk(AAA))

where:

Wi(A) =
n

∑
j=1

Ri j ·A j

is the wealth of the market portfolio at the ith state. The expected return on

the market portfolio is defined as:

E(A) =
n

∑
j=1

E(RRR j) ·A j

and it follows directly from the definition of expected return of a random

variable:

E(A) =
k

∑
i=1

pi ·Wi(A) =
k

∑
j=1

pi ·
(

n

∑
j=1

Ri j ·A j

)
=

n

∑
j=1

k

∑
i=1

pi ·Ri j ·A j =
n

∑
j=1

E(RRR j) ·A j

Using the finance theorist’s preferred mode of operation, and measuring asset re-

turns as pay-offs per unit invested and asset quantities in units of expenditure, the

CAPM equation states that, in equilibrium, the difference between the expected

rate of return on each risky asset and the riskless rate of return is proportional to

the difference between the expected rate of return on the market portfolio and the

riskless rate of return.

The relationship, known as Security Market Line equation, is expressed as follow:

E(RRR j) = R f +(E(AAA)−R f ) ·β j (4.1)

R f is the risk-free rate; the factor of proportionality β j has the following

expression:

β j =
σ(AAA, j)
σ 2(AAA)

where σ(AAA, j) is the covariance between the return of the market portfolio

and the return of the jth asset; σ2(A) is the variance of the market portfolio.

If the covariance between the return of the jth asset and the market portfolio is

greater than the variance of the market portfolio the risk premium required by the
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market in equilibrium will exceed that required on the entire portfolio of risky

assets.

The CAPM is a single-period model (CAMPBELL et al. 1997); hence (4.1)

do not have a time dimension. Although time-series of returns are readily avail-

able and one can use familiar estimation methods to determine the Beta of a par-

ticular risky asset. Let Z j and Zm represent the excess returns for asset S j and the

market portfolio respectively:

Z j ≡ R j −R f , Zm ≡W (A)−R f

Z jt and Zmt will represent the described excess returns in a fixed time period

t:

Z jt ≡ R jt −R f , Zmt ≡Wt(A)−R f

Let us define ZZZt as an n× 1 vector of excess returns for n assets at a time

period t. For these n assets, the excess returns can be described using the excess-

return single-index marked model:

ZZZt = α +βZmt +eeet (4.2)

with the following hypothesis concerning time-independence:

E(eeet) = 0

E(eeeteeet
t) = Σ

E(Zmt) = µm,

E[(Zmt −µm)2] = µ2
m

Cov(Zmt ,eeet) = Σ

β is the n×1 vector of betas, α and eeet are n×1 vectors of asset return inter-

cepts, and disturbances respectively.

There is a close relationship between the single-index market model and the CAPM,

that is: the beta from Sharpe’s derivation of equilibrium prices is essentially the

same beta that can be obtained doing a least-squares regression against the data.

Beta is the slope of the regression line; alpha, the vertical intercept, indicates how

much better the fund did than CAPM predicted (or maybe more typically, a nega-

tive alpha tells you how much worse it did).

It is known from classical theory that estimators for beta and alpha are the OLS
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(Ordinary Least Square) estimators; from the estimation of beta, it is possible to

compute the risk premium required by the market and compare it with the one

implicit in the actual asset price. Purchasing an asset with an actual risk premium

exceeding the one predicted by the CAPM, and selling assets with CAPM risk

premiums that exceed the actual one, is the common decision rule for investors in

financial markets. This fact makes the CAPM a useful instrument for the analysis

of asset prices in financial markets.

4.2 CAPM WITH INTERVAL DATA

In this section an interval CAPM approach is introduced. The task is to ex-

tend the Security Market Line equation in the case in which some involved quan-

tities are not known precisely, but the interval in which they fall is given.

Let us suppose that the matrix of the returns of the n securities over the k consid-

ered states is an interval matrix (3).

This means that some involved quantities in the CAPM equation (4.1) are also

intervals:

• the expected return of the jth security over the k states:

[E(RRR j), Ē(RRR j)]

• the beta of the jth security: [β
j
, β̄ j]

• the expected return of the market portfolio: [E(AAA), Ē(AAA)]

The risk-free rate R f is supposed to be a known real number, instead the

expected return of the market portfolio is supposed to be a known real interval

[E(AAA), Ē(AAA)] .

Three different situations will be analyzed:

1. given the interval expected return: [E(RRR j), Ē(RRR j)] on asset j, calculate an

estimation of the corresponding interval Beta: [β
j
, β̄ j]

2. given the interval beta: [β
j
, β̄ j] on asset j calculate an estimation of the

corresponding interval expected return: [E(RRR j), Ē(RRR j)]

3. given available time-series for interval excess returns of security S j and

market portfolio respectively, use an interval estimation method to deter-

mine the interval Beta of a particular risky asset.

4.2 CAPM WITH INTERVAL DATA
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case 1
Let us suppose to know the interval in which the expected return of the jth asset

”falls”: [E(RRR j), Ē(RRR j)].
The task is to range the interval beta: [β

j
, β̄ j], that is the set of all β j each of which

corresponds, according to (4.1), to an E(RRR j) in [E(RRR j), Ē(RRR j)].

Let as consider the function:

f : RRR ∈RRRI → f (RRR) =
E(RRR j)−R f

E(AAA)−R f

f is continuous2 on a compact and connected set thus the interval [β
j
, β̄ j] is

the image of f :

[β
j
, β̄ j] =

{
f (RRR)/RRR ∈RRRI}=

=
{

f (Ri j)/Ri j ∈ [Ri j, R̄i j], i = 1, · · · ,k, j = 1, · · · ,n}
Refer to worse, function f is a real rational function in which the variables

Ri j,( j = 1, · · · ,n, i = 1, · · · ,k) appear more than one time, then for proposition 1,

the corresponding interval expression:

f ([E(RRR j), Ē(RRR j)], [E(AAA), Ē(AAA)]) will not compute the actual range of values of f
but provide an estimate of it, in fact the following inclusion may be assured:

f ([E(RRR j), Ē(RRR j)], [E(AAA), Ē(AAA)]) =
[E(RRR j), Ē(RRR j)]−R f

[E(AAA), Ē(AAA)]−R f
⊃ (4.3)

⊃ {
f (Ri j)/Ri j ∈ [Ri j, R̄i j], i = 1, · · · ,k, j = 1, · · · ,n}

=
[
β

j
, β̄ j

]
It is important to remark that the operations in (4.3) are interval algebra

operations as described in (2.2) 3.

Thus by substituting in (4.1) the known intervals [E(RRR j), Ē(RRR j)] and [E(AAA), Ē(AAA
and combining them by using the interval algebra instruments, it is possible to

2 E(A) is supposed to be not the risk-free rate.
3 Considering intervals which represent small perturbations of the data, the denominator in (4.3)

is supposed to be an interval not containing the zero.
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compute an inclusion (the interval solution) of the interval of betas, by means of

(1), corresponding to different possible values of Ri j, (i = 1, . . . ,n, j = 1, . . . ,k)
each of which in its interval of values (the interval of solutions).

case 2
The task is to range the interval expected return: [E(RRR j), Ē(RRR j)] that is the set of

all E(RRR j) each of which corresponds, according to eq.(4.1), to an β j in [β
j
, β̄ j].

Let us consider the following function:

g : RRR ∈RRRI → g(RRR) = R f +(E(A)−R f ) ·β j

4

g is continuous 4 on a compact and connected set, thus the interval [EEE(R j),ĒEE(R j)]
is the image of g:

[E(RRR j), Ē(RRR j)] =
{

g(RRR)/RRR ∈RRRI}=

=
{

g(Ri j)/Ri j ∈ [Ri j, R̄i j], i = 1,· · ·,k, j = 1,· · ·,n}
It is important to remark that both E(AAA) and β j are functions of Ri j, thus g

is a rational function in which the variables from which it depends appear more

than one time, therefore the corresponding interval expression will not compute

the actual range of values of g but will provide an estimate of it; the following

inclusion is true:

g
(
[β

j
, β̄ j], [E(AAA), Ē(AAA)],

)
= R f +([E(AAA), Ē(AAA)]−R f ) · [β j

, β̄ j] ⊂ (4.4)

⊂ {
g(Ri j)/Ri j ∈ [Ri j, R̄i j]

}
= [E(RRR j), Ē(RRR j)] (4.5)

The operations in (4.4) are interval algebra operations as described in (2.2).

4 It is supposed that σ 2(A) ≠ 0.

Also in this case, by substituting in (4.1) the known intervals [β
j
, β̄ j] and

[E(AAA), Ē(AAA)], and combining them by using the interval algebra instruments, it is

possible to compute an inclusion (the interval solution) of the interval of val-

ues of E(RRR j), by means of (1), corresponding to different possible values of
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Ri j, (i = 1, . . . ,n, j = 1, . . . ,k) each of which in its interval of values (the inter-
val of solutions).

case 3
The task of the present section is to regress interval excess returns of security S j

on the interval market risk premium, in order to estimate the interval beta of the

interval-valued security S j.

Let us recall some basic concepts about interval regression (Iregr) (GIOIA-LAURO

2005).

For sake of simplicity let us indicate with XXXI and YYY I the independent and the

dependent interval-valued variables respectively, which assume the following in-

terval values for k considered states of the world:

XXXI = (Xi = [xi, x̄i]) , i = 1, · · · ,k

YYY I =
(

Yi = [y
i
, ȳi]

)
, i = 1, · · · ,k

it is:

YYY I = α I +β IXXXI +EEEI

where EI is the erratic interval component.

The aim is to take into account all possible values of the components xi yi

each of which is in its interval of values [xi, x̄i] , [y
i
, ȳi] for i = 1, · · ·k.

Thus making regression between two interval-valued variables means to compute

the set of regression lines each of which realizes the best fit, in the Minimum

Least Square sense, of a set of points in the plane. This set of points is univocally

determined each time the components x1,x2, · · · ,xk, y1,y2, · · · ,yk take a particular

value in their own interval of variation.

Mathematically computing the interval regression line between two interval-valued

variables XXXI and YYY I is equivalent to compute the following two sets:

β̂ I =




β̂ (XXX ,YYY ) =

n

∑
i=1

(xi − x)(yi − y)

n

∑
i=1

(xi − x)2

, /XXX ∈XXXI,YYY ∈YYY I




(4.6)

α̂ I =
{

α̂(XXX ,YYY ) = ȳ− β̂ x̄, /XXX ∈XXXI,YYY ∈YYY I
}

(4.7)
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where and x̄ and ȳ, regarded as functions of x1,x2,· · ·,xk, y1,y2,· · ·,yk, are given

by:

x̄ =
1

k

k

∑
i=1

xi ; ȳ =
1

k

k

∑
i=1

yi

These sets may be computed numerically by solving some optimization prob-

lems; i.e., searching for the minimum and for the maximum of functions α̂(XXX ,YYY )
and β̂ (XXX ,YYY ) in (4.6) and (4.7).

These functions are both continuous5 on a connected and compact set and this

assures that sets (4.6) and (4.7) are the following closed intervals:

β̂ I =


 min

XXX ∈XXXI

YYY ∈YYY I

β̂ (XXX ,YYY ), max
XXX ∈XXXI

YYY ∈YYY I

β̂ (XXX ,YYY )


 (4.8)

α̂ I =


 min

XXX ∈XXXI

YYY ∈YYY I

α̂(XXX ,YYY ), max
XXX ∈XXXI

YYY ∈YYY I

α̂(XXX ,YYY )


 (4.9)

and may be interpreted as follow:

chosen an intercept α̂ in the interval α̂ I it exists a slope β̂ in the interval β̂ I so that

the regression line:

y = α̂ + β̂x (4.10)

is the unique line that realizes the best fit, in the of Minimum Least Square

sense, of a given set of points (x1,y1),(x2,y2), · · · ,(xn,yn) in the plane (xi ∈Xi,yi ∈
Yi, i = 1, · · · ,n).

The prediction of an interval Y =
[
y, ȳ
]

of Y IY IY I will be computed as follow:

Y = α̂ I + β̂ IX

5 The quantity  is nil only in the case in which: x1 = x2 = … = xn. This is in
contradiction with the classic hypothesis that at least two different observations must be available
in the experiment.

∑n
i=1(xi − x)2
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Recalling that in our special case the independent and dependent variables

are the following interval-valued variables respectively:

ZZZ j
I = (Z jt =

[
Z jt , Z̄ jt

]
), t = 1, · · · ,k (4.11)

ZZZm
I = (Zmt=[Zmt , Z̄mt ]), t= 1, · · · ,k (4.12)

The interval regression equation is:

ZZZI
j = α̂ j

I + β̂ j
I
ZZZI

m +EEEI

Every time each return Ri j takes a particular value in its own interval of vari-

ation
[
Ri j, R̄i j

]
, a set of points in the (Z j,Zm) plane is univocally determined;

the slope and the intercept of the regression line, which realizes the ”best” fit of

that set of points, are elements belonging to the intervals β̂ j
I

and α̂ j
I respectively.

Therefore:

1. the interval β̂ j
I

is the set of all beta of security S j when each return Ri j, i =
1, · · · ,k ranges in its own interval of values.

2. Remarking that for single-valued security S j the CAPM states that the in-

tercept α j in (3.2) is zero, we can interpret the interval α̂ j
I as the set of

all ”errors” that we may do using the CAPM for predicting the expected

return E(RRR j) of security S j for each Ri j ∈
[
Ri j, R̄i j

]
.

In order to show the good agreement between the proposed method and the

input interval data, we analyze some special cases here below (the interval slope,

the interval intercept and the interval correlation will be indicated as Beta, Alpha

and Corr respectively).

A cloud of rectangles rather dispersed and clearly not correlated is reported in

Beta=[-0.192,0.026] and Corr=[-0.243,0.034] which are well in agreement with

the position of the rectangles and that clearly confirm the poor correlation of the

analyzed data .

On the contrary rectangles which are visually strongly correlated are re-

ported in Figure 2. The application of the method produces a correlation Corr =
[0.980,1] which confirms this strong correlation and the regression coefficient

Alpha=[-6.000,5.999] and Beta=[0.885,1.1279] which are well in agreement with

the position of the rectangles.

Figure 1. The application of the proposed methodology produces Alpha=[1.154,18.680],
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Fig. 1: Iregr:high dispersion. Fig. 2: Iregr: max correlation.

Fig. 3: Iregr: cloud of rectangles. Fig. 4: Iregr: shift of a rectangle.
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Fig. 5: Iregr: shift of a rectangl. Fig. 6: Iregr: different forms.

Fig.7: Iregr: different forms
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In Figures 3,4,5, we analyze the interval regression coefficients and the in-

terval correlation of some clouds of rectangles in which one rectangle is changing

its position with respect to the second axis. Also in this case the regression co-

efficients Alpha=[-0.351,3.152], Beta=[0.552,0.994] and the correlation between

the variables Corr=[0.691,0.941], are well in agreement with the position of the

rectangles presented in Figure 3. Furthermore perturbing the data with an anom-

alous rectangle as in Figure 4,5, the interval correlations Corr=[0.440,0.772],

Corr=[0.143,0.499] becomes intervals containing lower values with respect to the

interval correlation in Figure 3. Moreover, the intercepts and the slopes Alpha=[-

0.863,2.386], Beta=[0.381,0.808], Alpha=[-1.460,1.606], Beta=[0.177,0.625], "at-

tracted" by the anomalous rectangle, are intervals containing higher values with

respect to those reported in Figure 3. This is perfectly in agreement with the in-

creasing "variability" of the considered cloud of the rectangles.

In Figures 6,7 the regression coefficients and the interval correlation are

computed for two clouds of rectangles having different forms with respect to

those presented in Figure 3. In both situations the computed intervals, Alpha=[-

1.174,5.001], Beta=[0.399,1.371], Alpha=[-1.911,5.532], Beta=[0.233,1.381], are

intervals which present a bigger radius according to the visible higher variability

of the problem.

Interval regression has been treated in the literature. In (BILLARD-DIDAY

2000), (BILLARD-DIDAY 2002), (LIMA NETA-DE CARVALHO 2007) and

(RODRIGUEZ 2000), the authors derive the results from some classical regres-

sion methods which minimize criteria different from the least squares one. An

alternative methodology, is proposed by (MARINO-PALUMBO 1952) with an

approach which is typical for handling imprecise data, taking into account the

center and the radius of each considered interval and the relations between these

two quantities. Those methods, do not consider the interval as a whole structure

or special kind of data, but reconstruct interval solution ex post.

Here we make extensively use of the interval algebra tools combined with

some optimization techniques to consider the interval as a whole structure and

to compute the interval of solutions, which is the interval containing all possible

values assumed by a considered function, in this special case the beta and alpha
functions, when the observed values vary in their own interval of values.

4.3 CAPM WITH INTERVAL MARKET PORTFOLIO

As last case suppose that the return of each security in each state of the world

4.3 CAPM WITH INTERVAL MARKET PORTFOLIO
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is not an interval but a real number. However let us suppose that the aggregate

quantity Al of the lth(l = 1, · · · ,n) risky asset available in the economy it is not

known precisely and the range in which its value falls is given. In this special case

the market portfolio is the following interval vector:

AAAI =
(
[A1, Ā1], [A2, Ā2], · · · , [An, Ān]

)
Considering the security market line (4.1), now the involved interval quanti-

ties are:

• the expected return of the market portfolio: [E(AAA), Ē(AAA)]

• the beta on asset [β
j
, β̄ j]

The expected return E(RRR j) and the risk-free rate R f are real numbers.

Let us suppose that the expected return E(RRR j) of the jth security is known; we

want to compute the interval [β
j
, β̄ j] that is: the set of all β j on asset j, according

to eq. (4.1), corresponding to different values of the market portfolio when the lth

component Al ranges in its own interval of values [Al, Āl], (l = 1, · · · ,n).
Considering the function:

h : AAA ∈AAAI → β j =
E(RRR j)−R f

E(AAA)−R f

h is continuous on a compact and connected set but, with difference with

cases 1 and 2 of section (4.2), each variable Al, (l = 1, · · · ,n) from which h de-

pends compares once and at the first power; thus in this special case proposition

(1) applies so the interval expression:

h([E(AAA), Ē(AAA)]) =
E(RRR j)−R f

[E(AAA), Ē(AAA)]−R f
=

= {h(AAA)/AAA ∈AAAI} =

= {h(A1,A2, · · · ,An)/Al ∈
[
Al, Āl

]
l = 1, · · · ,n}

computes the actual range of function h that is: the interval [β
j
, β̄ j] for which

we are looking for.
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Refer to worse instead, in the case in which the interval [β
j
, β̄ j] is given, for

similar considerations with respect to cases 1,2 of previous section, only an inter-

val containing the real number E(RRR j) may be computed.

Remark
The CAPM is a pricing methodology, and as such it is supposed to provide a

pricing functional for several assets (which is in practice never exactly correct,

but should be a workable approximation) that at least in the limit satisfies the no-

arbitrage condition. In the ’interval case’ the no-arbitrage condition is the more

preserved the more the computed interval solution approximate the interval of
solutions.

5. FURTHER REMARKS

5.1 FUZZINESS, PROBABILITY AND INTERVALS

Any reasoning which considers not exact data cannot be itself vague: for

example, the logic used for treating fuzzy sets is not fuzzy. The difference among

fuzziness, probability, and intervals is in the proposition:

x ∈ A

1. In the usual logic the above proposition is defined according to the definition

of set A, thus it is known that (not if) for each element x, the proposition is

true or false but not both things.

2. In the probability theory, the proposition x ∈ A is still defined, but its true-

ness is related to an event.

3. In fuzzy logic the trueness of the proposition is accompanied by a function

with values in [0,1] whose meaning depends on the context in which the

logic is used.

4. Considering interval data x ∈ {a} is substituted with x ∈ [a, ā], as well as

x ∼= a is substituted with |x− a| < ε if an approximation epsilon may be

accepted.

5. FURTHER REMARKS

5.1 FUZZINESS, PROBABILITY AND INTERVALS
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The comparison of items 1,2,3,4 outside the epistemological context appears

as a purely intellectual speculation, while it is apparent that the four points provide

different information, each one valid for the specific suitable use.

5.2 UTILIZATION OF AN INTERVAL METHOD

The reason why an investor should use an interval method of decision making

is the following: when the returns of n securities in k states of the world are

not known precisely, a classical method of decision making imposes to set those

returns to be numbers: Ri j, (i = 1, · · · ,n, j = 1, · · · ,k). This is evidently an artifice:

the number Ri j will be an approximation of the real value of the return of the jth

security in the ith state of the world. Using, for example, the classical Markowitz’s

portfolio selection model, the investor knows the minimum risk that he will have

in holding a portfolio with a given expected return, but he also knows that, that

minimum risk is only indicative (a good approximation) of its true value.

The investor should ask the following questions:

if the returns fluctuate form their fixed values, how the perturbations reflect on the

minimum risk ? In what interval that minimum risk ranges? Which are the worst
optimum and the best optimum, i.e., which are the portfolios corresponding to the

’best minimum risk’ and to the ’worst minimum risk’ respectively?

It could be useful for an investor to know the minimum risk that he may have, for
each value of the returns each of which in its own interval of values. The investor

should want to know "how good" and "how bad" it could be the minimum risk

when he does not know precisely "how good" and "how bad" are the returns of

each security in each state of the world.

Interval data are an efficient instrument for preserving all the information of

the phenomenon under study as both the mean value of the data and the variation

from that mean value are taken into account. It must be considered, however, that

small fluctuations in the data are favorable while big ones increase the uncertainty

in the decision making process.

Moreover an investor using the interval CAPM computes the intervals Beta and

Alpha having the possibility to know, not only the scalar risk and the scalar inter-

cept, but also the ’uncertainty’ around those quantities.

The interval methodologies introduced in the present paper, should be regarded as

methods which may give some additional information to that provided by the clas-

sical methods. In fact they embrace the corresponding classical methods as special

cases. More precisely, we aim at enforcing the power of decision of a classical

method of decision-making analyzing the interval of solutions when each quantity

5.2 UTILIZATION OF AN INTERVAL METHOD

varies in its own interval of values.
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In this section some results of the IMSM and ICAPM are presented. The

data have been downloaded from the following webpages 6:

http://it.finance.yahoo.com
http://www.dse.unibo.it/pastorel/emf1.htm

The algorithms are implemented in MATLAB.

6.1 INTERVAL MARKOWITZ’S

6 I wish to thank Dr. C. Drago for his precious help in constructing the used interval financial time
series, and for his useful comments.

6. NUMERICAL RESULTS

1. For each portfolio the classical Markowitz’s (CM) selection model

is applied on the center scalar data matrix RCT . Fixed the portfolio

expected return, the Markowitz’s portfolio and its risk are computed.

Daily time series of the returns of the following four risky assets, each of

which belonging to the SPMIB index, have been considered: Eni, Telecom, Gen-
erali, Unicredit.

The corresponding interval time series are constructed considering minimum

and maximum value of the returns in each week of the considered period of time.

Two different portfolios are constructed considering interval returns time series

from 2003 to 2008.

The first portfolio is a non-financial one composed by Eni and Telecom assets; the

second portfolio is a financial one composed by Generali and Unicredit assets.

Thus, two different numerical examples are reported. Let us give herewith a brief

description of each of them.

• The input parameters

1. Portfolio 1: in the first example we consider a 286×2 interval input

data matrix (RT )I in which the interval returns of the 2 risky assets:

Eni and Telecom from January 2003 to December 2008 are reported.

2. Portfolio 2: in the second example we consider a 286× 2 interval

input data matrix (RT )I in which the interval returns of the 2 risky

assets: Generali and Unicredit are reported with respect to the same

period of time of Portfolio 1.

• The method
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2. The IMSM algorithm is applied. For each portfolio the algorithm

computes the range of optimum solutions that could be returned by a

Quadratic Programming problem, with various settings of the uncer-

tain quantities Ri j each of which belonging to its interval of values;

i.e., it computes ”the worst” optimum and ”the best” optimum of the

interval Markowitz’s selection model described in section 3.

It is important to point out that the expected return of the optimiza-

tion problem (3.6) is dynamic, i.e., it depends on the returns of the

assets thus it varies each time the returns vary in their own interval of

variation: RRRT ∈ (RRRT )I .

• The output parameters

vmin: ”worst” optimum (worst variance)

vmax: ”best” optimum (best variance)

xmin: portfolio corresponding to vmin.

xmax: portfolio corresponding to vmax.

The numerical results are reported in Table 2 and Table 2.

Tab. 1: Classical Markowitz (CM).

Portfolio E v  x

Eni-Tel 0.00080 0.00856 (0.32553 , 0.67447)

Gen-Uni 0.00027 0.00596 (0.6 9443 , 0.30557)

Tab. 2: Interval Markowitz (IMSM).

Portfolio vmin vmax xmin xmax

Eni-Tel 0.00087 0.02283 (0.98309, 0.01691) (0.97788 ,0.02211)

Gen-Uni 0 .00051  0.01901 (0.88329, 0.11671) (0.93767 ,0.06232)

Given a scalar return matrix, following the classical Markowitz’s selection model,

an investor knows the minimum risk that he will have in holding a portfolio with a

given expected return. He also knows that the returns of the risky assets involved

in his portfolio are approximatively calculated, thus he may ask "how much" he

may be wrong in taking his investment decision. In other words it could be useful

for the investor to know how perturbations on the input data (returns) reflect on

6.1.2 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
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will range from 0.00087 to 0.02283; investing in the second one it will range from

0.00051 to 0.01901. Thus the IMSM gives some additional information to that

provided by the classical method while it computes the interval of solutions when

each quantity varies in its own interval of values.

6.2 INTERVAL CAPM

In the following examples the interval Beta and the interval Alpha of the asset

abbott (Abbot Laboratories), which belongs to the SP500 (Standard and Poor’s
500 Composite) index, is estimated using the interval CAPM approach (ICAPM)

described in section 4 (case 3).

The downloaded data refer to single-valued variables; we have artificially trans-

formed these variables into interval-valued ones by applying a perturbation using

a uniform distribution U(0,0.01).

6.2 INTERVAL CAPM

for the investor to know how perturbations on the input data (returns) reflect on

the final solution (risk). The interval method (IMSM) may be used to assess the

range of risk: vI = [vmin,vmax] and the two portfolios: xmin and xmax which

achieves the ”worst” optimum vmin and the ”best” optimum vmax when each

return varies in its interval of variation.

With respect to the considered interval time serie, an investor applies the

introduced IMSM to know that: investing in the first portfolio his minimum risk

2. The input single-valued time series are transformed into an interval-

valued one by a perturbation using an uniform distribution U(0,0.01).

3. The ICAPM algorithm is applied. The range of all Betas and of all

Alphas is computed solving an interval regression problem [Gioia-

Lauro 2005], that is: the set of all slopes and all intercepts of the secu-
rity market line is computed for the case in which the excess returns

are not known precisely but range in an interval of values.

• The input parameters

In this example we consider a 49×2 interval matrix, in which monthly time

series of the interval excess returns of the abbott asset and of the SP500 in-

dex are reported for the period: January 1991- February 1995.

• The method

1. First of all the classical CAPM is applied on the input scalar matrix

of the excess returns of the considered time series (with respect to a

given risk-free rate rf ).
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• The output parameters

Alpha = [Alpham,AlphaM]
Beta = [Betam,BetaM]

where:

Alpham: the minimum intercept.

AlphaM: the maximum intercept.

Betam: the minimum slope.

Betam: the maximum slope.

The Alpha and Beta of the classical CAPM on the single-valued variables

are also reported.

The numerical results are illustrated in Table 3. In Figure 8 the cloud of

rectangles generated by the two considered interval time series is represented on

a cartesian plane. No numerical example are reported with respect to case 1 and

case 2 considering that only few interval operations are involved.

Tab. 3: CAPM/ICAPM.

Method Alpha Beta

CAPM 0 0.806

ICAPM [-0.044,0.005] [0.060,1.007]
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Fig.  8: Interval CAPM (ICAPM)
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In the considered numerical example, Beta = [0.060,1.006] is in accordance with

the cloud of rectangles represented in Figure 8, considering that the interval cor-

relation is [0.003,0.509]. The interval Beta is also well interpretable considering

that it does not contain the zero; an investor knows that, even if the returns fluctu-
ate around their fixed values, the Beta is always positive and it ranges from 0.060

to 1.006.

Furthermore, remarking that for a single-valued security the CAPM states

that the intercept Alpha in (4.2) is zero, the interval Alpha, which is an interval

around zero, is interpretable as the set of all "errors" that we may do using the

CAPM for predicting the expected return of the considered risky security. It is

remarkable that Alpha = [−0.044,0.0005] ranges very closely to zero, namely

does not contain elements with absolute value significantly different from zero.

For the considered numerical example the interval CAPM approach may be a

good way of prediction.

The reliability of the method and consequently the estimate of the intervals Alpha
and Beta, is significative when the radii of the intervals reflect natural fluctuations

excluding exceptional events.

In general, it has been observed that the ICAPM works well when the rec-

tangles are well separated; if they are not, i.e., the rectangles are included one into

another, the interval Beta is an interval containing the zero, and so not well inter-

pretable, considering that ’everything may happen’ for the slope of the regression

lines of a ’circular cloud’ of rectangles. It could be of interest to investigate this

Given time series of the scalar excess returns of a risky asset and of the market

portfolio respectively, the Beta and the Alpha of the security market line may be

estimated using a classical regression model. The question is: are those estima-

tions reliable if the excess returns fluctuate in an interval of values?

aspect by means of simulations, in order to study the robustness of the interval

method, introducing indexes regarding the ratio centre/radius.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Methodologies for portfolio selection with some uncertainty in the data are

proposed in (TANAGA et al. 2000), (INUIGUCHI-RAMIK 2000), (INUIGUCHI-

TANINO 2000), (CARLSSON et al. 2002), (LAI et al. 2002), (GIOVE et al.

2006). Those methods handle rather than intervals, fuzzy probabilities, possi-

bility distributions, regret functions. An approach which deals with a linear pro-

6.2.1 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
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gramming problem with interval objective function with interval coefficients, is

proposed in (INUIGUCHI-SAKAWA 1995).

In this paper the interval is considered as a special kind of data able to describe

both the position and the variability of what we are observing. Thus we make ex-

tensively use of the interval algebra tools combined with some optimization tech-

niques to consider the interval as a whole structure and to compute the interval of
solutions, which is the interval containing all possible values assumed by a consid-

ered function when the observed values vary in their own range of variation. The

presented numerical results show that the methods adopted in this paper features

the input data fairly well. In the framework of the interval CAPM, the interval

regression method Iregr (GIOIA-LAURO 2005), with respect to other interval

regression methods CM, CR, and CRM (BILLARD-DIDAY 2000), (BILLARD-

DIDAY 2002), (LIMA NETA-DE CARVALHO 2007), shows some good advan-

tages: the actual return of an asset, if computed by CM, CR, and CRN methods,

is an interval which is calculated ex post; i.e., it is constructed from the results

of some classical regression methods which minimize criteria different from the

least squares one. On the contrary, applying Iregr, an inclusion of the interval of
solutions is computed; i.e., the computed interval actual return includes all pos-

sible actual returns of the considered asset varying each return in its own interval

of variation. The solutions are always well interpretable. With difference to the

other regression methods, Iregr computes the interval slope β̂ j
I

and the interval

intercept α̂ j
I of the interval regression line which are both well interpretable: β̂ j

I

and α̂ j
I are the set of all betas and alphas of the considered security market line,

when each return ranges in its own interval of values. An investor using the inter-

val CAPM and computing β̂ j
I

and α̂ j
I of a given asset has the possibility to know,

not only the scalar risk and the scalar intercept of the regression line, but also the

’uncertainty’ around those quantities.

As a future prospective of research, it could be interesting to use the Prin-
cipal Component Analysis with interval data (GIOIA-LAURO 2006) to compute

the interval portfolio of the Markowitz’s model. With respect to the CAPM with

interval data instead, it could be interesting the extension of the described method-

ology to histogram data or to interval data when a distribution different from the

uniform one is supposed.
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DATI DI INTERVALLO

Riassunto

I dati finanziari sono spesso incompleti, imprecisi o in generale soggetti ad incertezza.
L’incertezza nei dati può essere trattata considerando, piuttosto che uno scalare,

l’intervallo dei valori a cui il dato appartiene. L’obiettivo del presente lavoro è di estendere
il problema di selezione del portafoglio di Markowitz ed il Capital Asset Pricing Model, nel

da variabili di intervallo. Le metodologie introdotte calcolano l’intervallo delle soluzioni
quando ciascuna quantità varia nel proprio intervallo di valori. Gli algoritmi relativi sono
stati implementati in MATLAB e testati numericamente su serie storiche reali ad intervallo.

MODELLI DI SELEZIONE DEL PORTAFOGLIO PER

caso in cui i rendimenti dei titoli considerati o del portafoglio di mercato  siano descritti

I risultati numerici sono ben interpretabili.


